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IntroductionIntroduction
Overview things and provide Overview things and provide 
some motivating examples.some motivating examples.



Some Definitions from the W3CSome Definitions from the W3C

““The The Semantic WebSemantic Web is the is the 
representation of representation of datadata on the on the World World 
Wide WebWide Web. It is a collaborative . It is a collaborative 
effort led by W3C with participation effort led by W3C with participation 
from a large number of researchers from a large number of researchers 
and industrial partners. It is based and industrial partners. It is based 
on the on the Resource Description Resource Description 
FrameworkFramework ((RDFRDF), which integrates ), which integrates 
a variety of applications using a variety of applications using XMLXML
for syntax and for syntax and URIsURIs for naming.”for naming.”



Introduction: What’s in Introduction: What’s in data.outdata.out??
MetadataMetadata is information about other datais information about other data---->resources.  >resources.  
•• Typically it is a collection of propertyTypically it is a collection of property--value pairsvalue pairs

Property names established by conventionProperty names established by convention
•• What is my data?What is my data?
•• Where is my data?Where is my data?
•• When was this data created? When was this data created? 
•• How was it created?How was it created?
•• Who generated this garbage?Who generated this garbage?

The The Semantic WebSemantic Web attempts to define a metadata attempts to define a metadata 
information model for the Internet to aid in information information model for the Internet to aid in information 
retrieval and aggregation.retrieval and aggregation.
•• Provides general languages for describing any metadataProvides general languages for describing any metadata
•• Advanced capabilities intended to enable knowledge Advanced capabilities intended to enable knowledge 

representation and limited machine reasoning.    representation and limited machine reasoning.    
Coupling of the Semantic Web with Web Service and Grid Coupling of the Semantic Web with Web Service and Grid 
technologies is referred to as the technologies is referred to as the Semantic GridSemantic Grid..



Seminar GoalSeminar Goal

Demonstrate the wide applicability of Demonstrate the wide applicability of 
XML metadata representation to XML metadata representation to 
•• DOD Scientists: describing data DOD Scientists: describing data 

provenance, computing resourcesprovenance, computing resources
•• Information managers: digital libraries Information managers: digital libraries 

Hear from participantsHear from participants
•• Are you using metadata now?Are you using metadata now?
•• Do you see the need for this in your Do you see the need for this in your 

research?research?



Where Are the Agents?Where Are the Agents?
The statements says nothing about intelligent agents The statements says nothing about intelligent agents 
scouring the web.scouring the web.
The SW data descriptions are intended to provide The SW data descriptions are intended to provide 
information encoding for software applications.information encoding for software applications.
Well known Scientific American article by Tim BernersWell known Scientific American article by Tim Berners--Lee, Lee, 
James James HendlerHendler, and , and OraOra LassilaLassila
•• http://www.sciam.com/print_version.cfm?articleID=00048144http://www.sciam.com/print_version.cfm?articleID=00048144

--10D210D2--1C701C70--84A9809EC588EF2184A9809EC588EF21
•• Agents schedule doctor’s visit and itinerary for several people.Agents schedule doctor’s visit and itinerary for several people.

More prosaically, SW can potentially enable more More prosaically, SW can potentially enable more 
sophisticated searches.sophisticated searches.
•• Linked searches: return to me all of the citations of papers by Linked searches: return to me all of the citations of papers by 

M. Pierce that do not have M. Pierce in the author list.M. Pierce that do not have M. Pierce in the author list.
Potentially enable lightweight data federation:Potentially enable lightweight data federation:
•• Generic descriptions that can span databases, HTML web Generic descriptions that can span databases, HTML web 

pages, web accessible documents.pages, web accessible documents.



Structure of the TalkStructure of the Talk

Metadata: What Is It?  Metadata: What Is It?  
Semantic Web Ideas and LanguagesSemantic Web Ideas and Languages
•• RDF, RDFS, DAMLRDF, RDFS, DAML--OIL, and OWLOIL, and OWL

Information Modeling with RDFSInformation Modeling with RDFS
•• An ontology for a semantic earthquake An ontology for a semantic earthquake 

grid.grid.

Where is it?Where is it?
•• Global issuesGlobal issues
•• Some useful downloads and tools.Some useful downloads and tools.



Semantic Web VisionSemantic Web Vision

Well known Scientific American Well known Scientific American 
article by Tim Bernersarticle by Tim Berners--Lee, James Lee, James 
HendlerHendler, and , and OraOra LassilaLassila
•• http://www.sciam.com/print_version.cfhttp://www.sciam.com/print_version.cf

m?articleID=00048144m?articleID=00048144--10D210D2--1C701C70--
84A9809EC588EF2184A9809EC588EF21

Example: making a doctor’s Example: making a doctor’s 
appointmentappointment



Preview Slide #1: RDF StructurePreview Slide #1: RDF Structure
RDF has a RDF has a 
subject/verb/object subject/verb/object 
structure.structure.
•• “Semantic”“Semantic”

It is represented in various It is represented in various 
ways.ways.
•• XMLXML
•• GraphsGraphs
•• Triples  Triples  

In RDF, everything is In RDF, everything is 
labeled with a URI.labeled with a URI.
•• Structured namesStructured names
•• URLs are special cases.URLs are special cases.

<<rdf:RDFrdf:RDF>>
<<rdfrdf:Description  :Description  

about=‘about=‘PresentationPresentation’>        ’>        
<<dcdc::creatorcreator

rdfrdf::resourceresource=‘=‘MarlonMarlon’/>’/>
</</rdf:Descriptionrdf:Description>>
</</rdf:RDFrdf:RDF>>

The pseudoThe pseudo--RDF RDF 
sentence says sentence says 
“Presentation has “Presentation has 
creator Marlon”.creator Marlon”.



Preview Slide #2: Why Is XML Preview Slide #2: Why Is XML 
Insufficient?Insufficient?

RDF can be written in XML.RDF can be written in XML.
But RDF is more: But RDF is more: 
•• XML defines XML defines syntax rulessyntax rules..

<Parent name=Charles><Parent name=Charles>
<Child>Erasmus</Child><Child>Erasmus</Child>

</Parent></Parent>
•• Relations between tags (meaning) is supplied Relations between tags (meaning) is supplied 

by you.by you.
“You” may be a large group, like the OGC.“You” may be a large group, like the OGC.

•• The above XML nugget has many possible The above XML nugget has many possible 
alternatives with the same “meaning”.alternatives with the same “meaning”.

RDF attempts to encode RDF attempts to encode semanticsemantic
meaningmeaning..



Preview Slide #3: RDF GraphsPreview Slide #3: RDF Graphs

http://.../CMCS/Entry/1

dc:title

H20

http://.../People/DrY

dc:creator

vcard:N

dry@stateu.edu

vcard:EMAIL

vcard:Given vcard:FamilyRDF Allows You to 
Break Information
Into Linked Resources
(Ovals).



Preview Slide #3: RDFS, DAMLPreview Slide #3: RDFS, DAML--
OIL and OWLOIL and OWL

As we will see, RDF is extremely simple.As we will see, RDF is extremely simple.
•• Envelope for holding metadata.Envelope for holding metadata.
•• Properties link resources (subjects and objects).Properties link resources (subjects and objects).
•• Everything is named with a URI.Everything is named with a URI.

RDF Schema is a way to build RDF dialectsRDF Schema is a way to build RDF dialects
•• Defines conventions for creating properties.Defines conventions for creating properties.

DAMLDAML--OIL and OWL are specific languages built OIL and OWL are specific languages built 
from RDFS.from RDFS.
•• Define conventional properties for description logics Define conventional properties for description logics 

(Inverse, exclusion, union, etc relations)(Inverse, exclusion, union, etc relations)
•• You can use these to build up You can use these to build up ontologiesontologies for your field.for your field.



Scientific MetadataScientific Metadata
Define metadata and describe Define metadata and describe 

its use in physical and its use in physical and 
computer science.computer science.



What is Metadata?What is Metadata?
Common definition: data about dataCommon definition: data about data
“Traditional” Examples “Traditional” Examples 
•• Prescriptions of database structure and contents.Prescriptions of database structure and contents.
•• File names and permissions in a file system.File names and permissions in a file system.
•• HDF5 metadata: describes scientific/numerical data set HDF5 metadata: describes scientific/numerical data set 

characteristics such as array sizes, data formats, etc.characteristics such as array sizes, data formats, etc.

Metadata may be queried to learn the Metadata may be queried to learn the 
characteristics of the data it describes.characteristics of the data it describes.
Traditional metadata systems are functionally Traditional metadata systems are functionally 
tightly coupled to the data they describe.tightly coupled to the data they describe.
•• PrescriptivePrescriptive, needed to interact directly with data., needed to interact directly with data.



Descriptive Metadata and the WebDescriptive Metadata and the Web

Traditional metadata concepts must be extended Traditional metadata concepts must be extended 
as systems become more distributed, information as systems become more distributed, information 
becomes broaderbecomes broader
•• Tight functional integration not as importantTight functional integration not as important
•• Metadata used for information, becomes Metadata used for information, becomes descriptivedescriptive..
•• Metadata may need to describe Metadata may need to describe resourcesresources, not just data., not just data.

Everything is a resourceEverything is a resource
•• People, computers, software, conference presentations, People, computers, software, conference presentations, 

conferences, activities, projects.conferences, activities, projects.

We’ll next look at several examples that use We’ll next look at several examples that use 
metadata, featuringmetadata, featuring
•• Dublin Core: digital librariesDublin Core: digital libraries
•• CMCS: chemistryCMCS: chemistry



The Dublin Core: Metadata for The Dublin Core: Metadata for 
Digital LibrariesDigital Libraries

The Dublin Core is a set of simple The Dublin Core is a set of simple 
name/value properties that can describe name/value properties that can describe 
online resources.online resources.
•• Usually Web content but generally usable Usually Web content but generally usable 

(CMCS)(CMCS)
•• Intended to help classify and search online Intended to help classify and search online 

resources.resources.
DC elements may be either embedded in DC elements may be either embedded in 
the data or in a separate repository.the data or in a separate repository.
Initial set defined by 1995 Dublin, Ohio Initial set defined by 1995 Dublin, Ohio 
meeting.meeting.



Thought Experiment: Construct Thought Experiment: Construct 
Your Own Metadata SetYour Own Metadata Set

Describe yourself: your occupation, your Describe yourself: your occupation, your 
interests, your place of residence, your interests, your place of residence, your 
parents, spouse, children,….parents, spouse, children,….
Take each sentence:Take each sentence:
•• The verbs become propertiesThe verbs become properties
•• The verbs’ objects are property values.The verbs’ objects are property values.
Metadata is just a collection of these Metadata is just a collection of these 
name/value pairs.name/value pairs.
For particular fields (like publishing), we For particular fields (like publishing), we 
can define a conventional set of property can define a conventional set of property 
names.names.



The Dublin Core: Metadata for The Dublin Core: Metadata for 
Digital LibrariesDigital Libraries

The Dublin Core is a set of simple The Dublin Core is a set of simple 
name/value properties that can describe name/value properties that can describe 
online resources.online resources.
•• Usually Web content but generally usable Usually Web content but generally usable 

(CMCS)(CMCS)
•• Intended to help classify and search online Intended to help classify and search online 

library resources.library resources.
•• Digital library card catalog.Digital library card catalog.
DC elements may be either embedded in DC elements may be either embedded in 
the data or in a separate repository.the data or in a separate repository.
Initial set defined by 1995 Dublin, Ohio Initial set defined by 1995 Dublin, Ohio 
meeting.meeting.



Dublin Core ElementsDublin Core Elements

Content elements:Content elements:
•• Subject, title, description, type, relation, Subject, title, description, type, relation, 

source, coveragesource, coverage..

Intellectual property elements: Intellectual property elements: 
•• Contributor, creator, publisher, rightsContributor, creator, publisher, rights

Instantiation elements:Instantiation elements:
•• Date, format, identifier, languageDate, format, identifier, language

In RDF, these are called properties.In RDF, these are called properties.



Encoding the Dublin CoreEncoding the Dublin Core

DC elements are independent of the DC elements are independent of the 
encoding syntax.encoding syntax.
Rules exist to map the DC into Rules exist to map the DC into 
•• HTMLHTML
•• RDF/XMLRDF/XML

We provide more detailed info on We provide more detailed info on 
RDF/XML encoding in this seminar.RDF/XML encoding in this seminar.



Sample RDF/HTMLSample RDF/HTML
<head> <head> 

<title>Expressing Dublin Core in HTML/XHTML <title>Expressing Dublin Core in HTML/XHTML 
meta and link elements</title> meta and link elements</title> 
<meta name="<meta name="DC.titleDC.title" content="" content="Expressing Expressing 
Dublin Core in HTML/XHTML meta and link Dublin Core in HTML/XHTML meta and link 
elementselements" /> " /> 
<meta name="<meta name="DC.creatorDC.creator" content="" content="Andy Andy 
Powell, UKOLN, University of BathPowell, UKOLN, University of Bath" /> " /> 
<meta name="<meta name="DC.typeDC.type" content="" content="TextText" /> " /> 

</head> </head> 



Where Do I Put the Dublin Core Where Do I Put the Dublin Core 
Metadata?Metadata?

Dublin core elements may be placed Dublin core elements may be placed 
directly in HTML pages.directly in HTML pages.
•• Still need DCStill need DC--aware crawlers or aware crawlers or 

applications to find and use them.applications to find and use them.

Or you may have a large database Or you may have a large database 
on DC entries that are used by DCon DC entries that are used by DC--
aware applications.aware applications.
•• We’ll examine a We’ll examine a WebDAVWebDAV--based scheme based scheme 

for chemistry in a second.for chemistry in a second.



Dublin Core Element RefinementsDublin Core Element Refinements

Many of these, and extensibleMany of these, and extensible
See See 
http://dublincore.org/documents/dchttp://dublincore.org/documents/dc
mimi--terms/terms/ for the comprehensive list for the comprehensive list 
of elements and refinementsof elements and refinements
Examples: Examples: 
•• isVersionOfisVersionOf, , hasVersionhasVersion, , isReplacedByisReplacedBy, , 

references, references, isReferencedByisReferencedBy..



Collaboratory for Collaboratory for MultiscaleMultiscale
Chemical Science (CMCS)Chemical Science (CMCS)

SciDACSciDAC project involving several DOE labsproject involving several DOE labs
•• See See http://cmcs.ca.sandia.gov/index.phphttp://cmcs.ca.sandia.gov/index.php..

Project scope is to build Web infrastructure Project scope is to build Web infrastructure 
(portals, services, distributed data) to enable (portals, services, distributed data) to enable 
multiscalemultiscale coupling of chemical applications coupling of chemical applications 



CMCS Is Data Driven GridCMCS Is Data Driven Grid
Core of the CMCS project is to exchange Core of the CMCS project is to exchange 
chemical data and information between chemical data and information between 
different scales in a well defined, different scales in a well defined, 
consistent, validated manner.consistent, validated manner.
Journal publication of chemical data is too Journal publication of chemical data is too 
slow.slow.
Need to support distributed online Need to support distributed online 
chemical data repositories.chemical data repositories.
Need an application layer between the Need an application layer between the 
user and the data.user and the data.
•• Simplify access through portals and intelligent Simplify access through portals and intelligent 

search tools.search tools.
•• Control read/write access to dataControl read/write access to data



CMCS Data ProblemsCMCS Data Problems
Users need to intelligently Users need to intelligently 
search repositories for search repositories for 
data.data.
•• Characterize it with Characterize it with 

metadatametadata
Many data values are Many data values are 
derived from long derived from long 
calculation chains.calculation chains.
•• Bad data can propagate, Bad data can propagate, 

corrupt many dependent corrupt many dependent 
values.values.

Experimental values are Experimental values are 
also sometimes also sometimes 
questionable.questionable.
Always the problem of Always the problem of 
incorrect data entry, incorrect data entry, 
errata.errata.



Solution: Annotation Metadata and Solution: Annotation Metadata and 
Data PedigreeData Pedigree

CMCS provides CMCS provides subject areasubject area metadata tags to metadata tags to 
identify data identify data 
•• Species name, Chemical Abstracts Service number, Species name, Chemical Abstracts Service number, 

formula, common name, formula, common name, vibrationalvibrational frequency, frequency, 
molecular geometry, absolute energy, entropy, specific molecular geometry, absolute energy, entropy, specific 
heat, heat capacity, free energy differences, etc.heat, heat capacity, free energy differences, etc.

Data Pedigree Data Pedigree also must be recorded.also must be recorded.
•• Where was it published/described?Where was it published/described?
•• Who measured or calculated the values?Who measured or calculated the values?

Intellectual propertyIntellectual property
•• How were the values obtained?How were the values obtained?
•• What other values does it depend upon?What other values does it depend upon?

Also provides community Also provides community annotationannotation capabilitiescapabilities
•• Is this value suspicious? Why?Is this value suspicious? Why?

Monte Carlo and other techniques exist to automate this.Monte Carlo and other techniques exist to automate this.
•• Has the data been officially blessed? By whom?Has the data been officially blessed? By whom?

CurationCuration



Scientific Annotation Middleware Scientific Annotation Middleware 
(SAM) Approach(SAM) Approach

General purpose metadata General purpose metadata 
system.system.
Based on Based on WebDAVWebDAV
•• Standard distributed Standard distributed 

authoring tool.authoring tool.
•• See next slideSee next slide

Uses extended Dublin Core Uses extended Dublin Core 
elements to describe data.elements to describe data.
•• Title, creator, subject, Title, creator, subject, 

description, publisher, date, description, publisher, date, 
type, format, type, format, 
source,isResplaceBysource,isResplaceBy, , 
replaces, replaces, hasVersionhasVersion
isReferencedByisReferencedBy, , 
hasReferenceshasReferences..

SAM available from SAM available from 
http://http://collaboratory.esml.pnl.collaboratory.esml.pnl.
gov/docs/collab/samgov/docs/collab/sam
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Aside #0: What is Aside #0: What is WebDAVWebDAV??
IETF standard extension to HTTP for WebIETF standard extension to HTTP for Web--based based 
distributed authoring and version control.distributed authoring and version control.
•• Operations include put, get, rename, move, copyOperations include put, get, rename, move, copy
•• Files are described with Files are described with queryablequeryable metadatametadata

Name/value pairsName/value pairs
Who is the author?  What is the last revision?Who is the author?  What is the last revision?

•• Allows you to assign group controlsAllows you to assign group controls
•• See many links at http://See many links at http://www.webdav.orgwww.webdav.org//

Web Service before its time.Web Service before its time.
Documents for this seminar available from a Documents for this seminar available from a 
WebDAVWebDAV server (Slide).server (Slide).
Many commercial implementationsMany commercial implementations
•• MS Web folders are just DAV clients.MS Web folders are just DAV clients.



SERVOGridSERVOGrid
CMCS issues are not CMCS issues are not 
unique to chemistry.unique to chemistry.
SERVOGridSERVOGrid is a NASA is a NASA 
project to integrate project to integrate 
historical, measured, historical, measured, 
and calculated and calculated 
earthquake data (GPS, earthquake data (GPS, 
SeismicitySeismicity, Faults) , Faults) 
with simulation codes.with simulation codes.
Using GML extensions Using GML extensions 
as common data as common data 
format.format.
“Those 1935 “Those 1935 
measurements aren’t measurements aren’t 
so good…”so good…”



Digital LibrariesDigital Libraries

The CGL The CGL 
publication page is publication page is 
our simple “digital our simple “digital 
library”.library”.
•• http://grids.ucs.indihttp://grids.ucs.indi

ana.edu/ptliupages/ana.edu/ptliupages/
publications/publications/

Raw material for Raw material for 
testing tools and testing tools and 
applicationsapplications



Lab Publications Also Maintained in Lab Publications Also Maintained in 
XML Nuggets BrowserXML Nuggets Browser

Developed as part of the OKC work.Developed as part of the OKC work.
Uses XML schemas based on Uses XML schemas based on bibtexbibtex for for 
data models.data models.
Provides posting, browsing, searching, and Provides posting, browsing, searching, and 
editing features.editing features.
Basic problem: Need a better way to link Basic problem: Need a better way to link 
nuggetsnuggets
•• Currently each application is based around a Currently each application is based around a 

single schema or set of related schemassingle schema or set of related schemas
•• Authors, publications, projects, glossary terms Authors, publications, projects, glossary terms 

(key words) should all be navigable through a (key words) should all be navigable through a 
single interface.single interface.





RIB: Software MetadataRIB: Software Metadata
UTK’sUTK’s RIB is designed RIB is designed 
manage software manage software 
metadata. metadata. 
Assets are key classAssets are key class
•• Information about Information about 

software specifications, software specifications, 
documentation, source documentation, source 
code, etc.code, etc.

Libraries are comprised of Libraries are comprised of 
assetsassets
Organizations own libraries Organizations own libraries 
and assets.and assets.
BIDM expressed in XML is BIDM expressed in XML is 
current RIB versions. current RIB versions. 
BIDM extensions expressBIDM extensions express
•• Asset certification: Asset certification: 

curationcuration
•• Intellectual property: Intellectual property: 

pedigreepedigree



Universal Description Discovery Universal Description Discovery 
and Integration (UDDI)and Integration (UDDI)

General purpose online, integrated General purpose online, integrated 
information repository.information repository.
•• Uses XML data modelsUses XML data models
•• Accessed through Web services (WSDL, SOAP).Accessed through Web services (WSDL, SOAP).
Often used as an information repository Often used as an information repository 
for Web servicesfor Web services
•• Links to WSDL and service location URLs.Links to WSDL and service location URLs.
Actually UDDI is a general purpose online Actually UDDI is a general purpose online 
business information system.business information system.
•• Can intended to store business information Can intended to store business information 

and classifications, contact information, etc. and classifications, contact information, etc. 



Application and Computer Application and Computer 
MetadataMetadata

Developed by IU to support Gateway Developed by IU to support Gateway 
project.project.
Describes applications (codes), hosts, Describes applications (codes), hosts, 
queuing systems.queuing systems.
•• Coupled XML schemas Coupled XML schemas 

Stores information such as Stores information such as 
•• Input and output file locations, machines used, Input and output file locations, machines used, 

etc.etc.

Coupled with Web services to run codes, Coupled with Web services to run codes, 
generate batch scripts, archive portal generate batch scripts, archive portal 
sessions.sessions.



Grid Portal Information Repository Grid Portal Information Repository 
(GPIR)(GPIR)

TACC’sTACC’s GPIR is an integrated information GPIR is an integrated information 
systemsystem
•• XML data models (more below)XML data models (more below)
•• Web services for ingesting, querying dataWeb services for ingesting, querying data
•• Portlets for displaying, interacting with info Portlets for displaying, interacting with info 

Several independent XML schemas for Several independent XML schemas for 
describing computing resourcesdescribing computing resources
•• Static info: machine characteristics (OS, Static info: machine characteristics (OS, 

number of processors, memory) and number of processors, memory) and MOTDsMOTDs..
•• Dynamic info: loads, status of hosts, status of Dynamic info: loads, status of hosts, status of 

jobs on hosts, nodes on hosts.jobs on hosts, nodes on hosts.



Metadata Trends and LessonsMetadata Trends and Lessons
Online data repositories becoming increasingly Online data repositories becoming increasingly 
important, so need important, so need pedigreepedigree, , curationcuration, and , and 
annotationannotation..
XML is the method of choice for describing XML is the method of choice for describing 
metadata.metadata.
•• “Human understandable”“Human understandable”
•• OS and application independent.OS and application independent.
•• Provides syntax rules but does not really encode Provides syntax rules but does not really encode 

meaning meaning 
But there is no generic way to describe metadata.But there is no generic way to describe metadata.
•• How can we resolve differences in Application Metadata How can we resolve differences in Application Metadata 

and GPIR, for example?and GPIR, for example?
•• This should be possible, since metadata ultimately boils This should be possible, since metadata ultimately boils 

down to structured name/value pairs.down to structured name/value pairs.
The Semantic Web tools seek to solve these The Semantic Web tools seek to solve these 
problems.problems.



XML PrimerXML Primer
General characteristics of XMLGeneral characteristics of XML



Basic XMLBasic XML
XML consists of human XML consists of human 
readable tagsreadable tags
Schemas define rules for a Schemas define rules for a 
particular dialect.particular dialect.
XML Schema is the root, XML Schema is the root, 
defines the rules for defines the rules for 
making other XML making other XML 
schemas.schemas.
Tree structure: tags must Tree structure: tags must 
be closed in reverse order be closed in reverse order 
that they are opened.that they are opened.
Tags can be modified by Tags can be modified by 
attributesattributes
•• name, name, minOccursminOccurs

Tags enclose either strings Tags enclose either strings 
or structured XMLor structured XML

<<complexTypecomplexType name="name="FaultTypeFaultType">">
<sequence><sequence>
<element name="<element name="FaultNameFaultName"   "   

type="type="xsd:stringxsd:string" /> " /> 
<element name="<element name="MapViewMapView/>/>
<element name="<element name="CartViewCartView“/>“/>
<element name="<element name="MaterialPropsMaterialProps" " 

minOccursminOccurs="0" /> ="0" /> 
<choice><choice>

<element name="Slip" /><element name="Slip" />
<element name="Rate" /><element name="Rate" />

</choice></choice>
</sequence></sequence>

</</complexTypecomplexType>>



Namespaces and Namespaces and URIsURIs
XML documents can be XML documents can be 
composed of several composed of several 
different schemas.different schemas.
Namespaces are used to Namespaces are used to 
identify the source schema identify the source schema 
for a particular tag.for a particular tag.
•• Resolves name Resolves name 

conflictsconflicts——”full path””full path”
Values of namespaces are Values of namespaces are 
URIsURIs..
•• URI are just structured URI are just structured 

names.names.
May point to May point to 
something not something not 
electronically electronically 
retrievableretrievable

•• URLs are special cases.URLs are special cases.

<<xsd:schemaxsd:schema
xmlns:xsdxmlns:xsd="http://www.w="http://www.w
3.org/2001/XMLSchema"3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:gemxmlns:gem="http://="http://commcomm
grids.indiana.edu/GCWS/Sgrids.indiana.edu/GCWS/S
chema/GEMCodes/Faultschema/GEMCodes/Faults””
>>
<<xsd:annotationxsd:annotation>>
……

</</xsd:annotationxsd:annotation>>
<<gem:faultgem:fault>>
……

</</gem:faultgem:fault>>
</</xsd:schemaxsd:schema>>



Resource Description Resource Description 
FrameworkFramework

Overview of RDF basic ideas Overview of RDF basic ideas 
and XML encoding.and XML encoding.



Building Semantic Markup Building Semantic Markup 
LanguagesLanguages

XML essentially defines XML essentially defines 
syntax rules for markup syntax rules for markup 
languages.languages.
•• “Human readable” means “Human readable” means 

humans provide meaninghumans provide meaning
We also would like some We also would like some 
limited ability to encode limited ability to encode 
meaning directly within meaning directly within 
markup languages.markup languages.
The semantic markup The semantic markup 
languages attempt to do languages attempt to do 
that, with increasing that, with increasing 
sophistication.sophistication.
Stack indicates direct Stack indicates direct 
dependencies: DAML is dependencies: DAML is 
defined in terms of RDF, defined in terms of RDF, 
RDFS.RDFS.

XML, XML Schema

RDF 

DAML+OIL
OWL Lite

RDF Schema

OWL DL
OWL FULL

OWL



Resource Description Framework Resource Description Framework 
(RDF)(RDF)

RDF is the simplest of the semantic languages.RDF is the simplest of the semantic languages.
Basic Idea #1: TriplesBasic Idea #1: Triples
•• RDF is based on a subjectRDF is based on a subject--verbverb--object statement object statement 

structure.structure.
•• RDF subjects are called classesRDF subjects are called classes
•• Verbs are called properties.Verbs are called properties.

Basic Idea #2: Everything is a resource that is Basic Idea #2: Everything is a resource that is 
named with a URInamed with a URI
•• RDF nouns, verbs, and objects are all labeled with RDF nouns, verbs, and objects are all labeled with URIsURIs
•• Recall that a URI is just a name for a resource. Recall that a URI is just a name for a resource. 
•• It may be a URL, but not necessarily.It may be a URL, but not necessarily.
•• A URI can name anything that can be describedA URI can name anything that can be described

Web pages, creators of web pages, organizations that the Web pages, creators of web pages, organizations that the 
creator works for,….creator works for,….



What Does This Have to Do with What Does This Have to Do with 
Grid Computing?Grid Computing?

RDF resources aren’t just web pagesRDF resources aren’t just web pages
•• Can be computer codes, simulation and Can be computer codes, simulation and 

experimental data, hardware, research groups, experimental data, hardware, research groups, 
algorithms, ….algorithms, ….

Recall from the CMCS chemistry example Recall from the CMCS chemistry example 
that they needed to describe the that they needed to describe the 
provenanceprovenance, , annotationannotation, and , and curationcuration of of 
chemistry data.chemistry data.
•• Compound X’s properties were calculated by Compound X’s properties were calculated by 

Dr. Y.Dr. Y.
CMCS maps all of their metadata to the CMCS maps all of their metadata to the 
Dublin Core.Dublin Core.
The Dublin Core is encoded quite nicely as The Dublin Core is encoded quite nicely as 
RDF.RDF.



RDF Graph ModelRDF Graph Model
RDF is defined by a graph model.RDF is defined by a graph model.
Resources are denoted by ovals.Resources are denoted by ovals.
Lines (arcs) indicate properties.Lines (arcs) indicate properties.
Squares indicate string literals (no URI).Squares indicate string literals (no URI).
Resources and properties are labeled by a URI.Resources and properties are labeled by a URI.

http://.../CMCS/Entries/X

H2O

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/title http://.../CMCS/People/DrY

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator



Encoding RDF in XMLEncoding RDF in XML
The graph represents two statements.The graph represents two statements.
•• Entry X has a creator, Dr. Y.Entry X has a creator, Dr. Y.
•• Entry X has a title, H2O.Entry X has a title, H2O.

In RDF XML, we have the following tagsIn RDF XML, we have the following tags
•• <RDF> </RDF> denote the beginning and end of the <RDF> </RDF> denote the beginning and end of the 

RDF description.RDF description.
•• <Description>’s “about” attribute identifies the subject <Description>’s “about” attribute identifies the subject 

of the sentence.of the sentence.
•• <Description></Description> enclose the properties and <Description></Description> enclose the properties and 

their values.their values.
•• We import Dublin Core conventional properties (creator, We import Dublin Core conventional properties (creator, 

title) from outside RDF proper.title) from outside RDF proper.



RDF XML: The Gory DetailsRDF XML: The Gory Details
<<rdf:RDFrdf:RDF

xmlns:rdfxmlns:rdf='http://www.w3.org/1999/02/2='http://www.w3.org/1999/02/2
22--rdfrdf--syntaxsyntax--ns#'  ns#'  
xmlns:dcxmlns:dc='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0
/'>/'>
<<rdfrdf:Description :Description rdfrdf:about='http://.../X‘>         :about='http://.../X‘>         
<<dcdc::creatorcreator

rdfrdf::resourceresource='http://…/='http://…/peoplepeople/MEP‘/>/MEP‘/>
<<dcdc:title:title

rdf:resourcerdf:resource='H2O'/>='H2O'/>
</</rdf:Descriptionrdf:Description>>

</</rdf:RDFrdf:RDF>>



Structure of the DocumentStructure of the Document
RDF XML probably a RDF XML probably a 
bit hard to read if you bit hard to read if you 
are not familiar with are not familiar with 
XML namespaces.XML namespaces.
Container structure is Container structure is 
illustrated on the illustrated on the 
right.right.
Skeleton isSkeleton is
<RDF><RDF>

<Description <Description 
about=“”>about=“”>

<creator/><creator/>
<title/><title/>

</Description></Description>
</RDF></RDF>

<RDF>

<Description>

<Creator> <Title>



Aside #1: Creating RDF Aside #1: Creating RDF 
DocumentsDocuments

Writing RDF XML (or DAML or OWL) by Writing RDF XML (or DAML or OWL) by 
hand is not easy.hand is not easy.
•• It’s a good way to learn to read/write, but It’s a good way to learn to read/write, but 

after you understand it, automate it.after you understand it, automate it.
Authoring tools are availableAuthoring tools are available
•• OntoMatOntoMat: buggy: buggy
•• Protégé: preferred by CGL grad studentsProtégé: preferred by CGL grad students
•• IsaVizIsaViz: another nice tool with very good : another nice tool with very good 

graphics.graphics.
You can also generate RDF You can also generate RDF 
programmatically using Hewlett Packard programmatically using Hewlett Packard 
Labs’ Jena toolkit for Java.Labs’ Jena toolkit for Java.
•• This is what I did in previous example.This is what I did in previous example.



Aside #2: What’s a PURL?Aside #2: What’s a PURL?
As you may have deduced, As you may have deduced, RDF’sRDF’s use of use of 
URIsURIs implies the need for registering implies the need for registering 
official names.official names.
A PURL is a Persistent URL/URI. A PURL is a Persistent URL/URI. 
•• PURLsPURLs don’t point directly to a resourcedon’t point directly to a resource
•• Instead, they point to a resolution service that Instead, they point to a resolution service that 

redirects the client to the current URL.redirects the client to the current URL.
•• See See www.purl.orgwww.purl.org
The PURL for creator currently points to The PURL for creator currently points to 
http://dublincore.org/documents/1998/09http://dublincore.org/documents/1998/09
/dces/#creator/dces/#creator, which defines in human , which defines in human 
terms the DC creator property.terms the DC creator property.



What is the Advantage?What is the Advantage?
So far, properties are just conventional URI names.So far, properties are just conventional URI names.
•• All semantic web properties are conventional assertions about All semantic web properties are conventional assertions about 

relationships between resources.relationships between resources.
•• RDFS and DAML will offer more precise property capabilities.RDFS and DAML will offer more precise property capabilities.

But there is a powerful feature we are about to explore…But there is a powerful feature we are about to explore…
•• Properties provide a powerful way of linking different RDF resouProperties provide a powerful way of linking different RDF resources rces 

“Nuggets” of information.“Nuggets” of information.

For example, a publication is a resource that can be described bFor example, a publication is a resource that can be described by y 
RDFRDF
•• Author, publication date, URL are all metadata property values.Author, publication date, URL are all metadata property values.
•• But publications have references that are just other publicationBut publications have references that are just other publicationss
•• DC’s “DC’s “hasReferencehasReference” can be used to point from one publication to ” can be used to point from one publication to 

another.another.
Publication also have authors Publication also have authors 
•• An author is more than a nameAn author is more than a name
•• Also an RDF resource with collections of propertiesAlso an RDF resource with collections of properties

Name, email, telephone number, Name, email, telephone number, 



vCard: Representing People with vCard: Representing People with 
RDF PropertiesRDF Properties

The Dublin Core tags are best used to represent The Dublin Core tags are best used to represent 
metadata about “published content”metadata about “published content”
•• Documents, published dataDocuments, published data

vCardsvCards are an IETF standard for representing are an IETF standard for representing 
peoplepeople
•• Typical properties include name, email, organization Typical properties include name, email, organization 

membership, mailing address, title, etc.membership, mailing address, title, etc.
•• See http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2426.txtSee http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2426.txt

Like the DC, Like the DC, vCardsvCards are independent of (and are independent of (and 
predate) RDF but are map naturally into RDF.predate) RDF but are map naturally into RDF.
•• Each of these maps naturally to an RDF propertyEach of these maps naturally to an RDF property
•• See http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/NOTESee http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/NOTE--vcardvcard--rdfrdf--

20010222/20010222/



Example: A vCard in RDF/XMLExample: A vCard in RDF/XML

<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf='http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#'
xmlns:vcard='http://www.w3.org/2001/vcard-rdf/3.0#'>
<rdf:Description rdf:about='http://cgl.indiana.edu/people/GCF'

vcard:EMAIL='gcf@indiana.edu'>
<vcard:FN>Geoffrey Fox</vcard:FN>
<vcard:N

vcard:Given='Geoffrey'
vcard:Family='Fox'/>

</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>



Linking vCard and Dublin Core Linking vCard and Dublin Core 
ResourcesResources

The real power of RDF is that you can link two The real power of RDF is that you can link two 
independently specified resources through the independently specified resources through the 
use of properties.use of properties.
We do this using We do this using URIsURIs as universal pointers as universal pointers 
•• Identify specific resources (nouns) and specifications for Identify specific resources (nouns) and specifications for 

properties (verbs)properties (verbs)
•• The The URIsURIs may optionally be URLs that can be used to may optionally be URLs that can be used to 

fetch the information.fetch the information.
Linking these resource nuggets allows us to pose Linking these resource nuggets allows us to pose 
queries likequeries like
•• “What is the email address of the creator of this entry in “What is the email address of the creator of this entry in 

the chemical database?”the chemical database?”
•• “What other entries reference directly or indirectly on “What other entries reference directly or indirectly on 

this data entry?” this data entry?” 
Linkages can be made at any timeLinkages can be made at any time
•• Don’t have to be designed into the systemDon’t have to be designed into the system



Graph Model Depicting vCard and Graph Model Depicting vCard and 
DC LinkingDC Linking

http://.../CMCS/Entry/1

dc:title

H20

http://.../People/DrY

dc:creator

vcard:N

dry@stateu.edu

vcard:EMAIL

vcard:Given vcard:Family



Aside #3: Making GraphsAside #3: Making Graphs
IsaVizIsaViz is a nice tool is a nice tool 
for authoring for authoring 
graphs.graphs.
Allows you to Allows you to 
create and create and 
manipulate graphs, manipulate graphs, 
export the export the 
resulting RDF.resulting RDF.
Graph on right is Graph on right is 
the vCard RDF the vCard RDF 
from previous from previous 
slide.slide.



IsaVizIsaViz Screen ShotScreen Shot



Another Neat RDF Tool: Another Neat RDF Tool: SiRPACSiRPAC

Allows you to parse Allows you to parse 
RDF, convert RDF, convert 
RDF/XML into RDF/XML into 
graphs and triplets.graphs and triplets.
http://www.w3.orghttp://www.w3.org
/RDF/Validator//RDF/Validator/



What Else Does RDF Do?What Else Does RDF Do?
Collections: typically used as the object of an Collections: typically used as the object of an 
RDF statementRDF statement
•• Bag: unordered collection of resources or literals.Bag: unordered collection of resources or literals.
•• Sequence: ordered collection or resources or literals.Sequence: ordered collection or resources or literals.
•• Alternative: collection of resources or literals, from Alternative: collection of resources or literals, from 

which only one value may be chosenwhich only one value may be chosen

And that’s about it.  RDF does not define And that’s about it.  RDF does not define 
properties, it just tells you where to put them.properties, it just tells you where to put them.
•• Definitions are done by specific groups for specific fields Definitions are done by specific groups for specific fields 

(Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, for example).(Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, for example).
•• RDF Schema provides the rules for defining specific RDF Schema provides the rules for defining specific 

resources classes and properties. resources classes and properties. 



Other Semantic Markup Other Semantic Markup 
ActivitiesActivities

A tour of other semantic A tour of other semantic 
markup language activities.markup language activities.



Other Semantic Markup LanguagesOther Semantic Markup Languages
RDF Schema (RDFS): RDF Schema (RDFS): 
•• Provides formal definitions of RDF Provides formal definitions of RDF 
•• Also provides language tools for writing more specialized Also provides language tools for writing more specialized 

languages. languages. 
•• We’ll examine in more detail.We’ll examine in more detail.

DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML): DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML): 
•• DAMLDAML--OIL is the language component of the DAML OIL is the language component of the DAML 

project.project.
•• Defined using RDF/RDFS.Defined using RDF/RDFS.
•• We’ll examine in more detail.We’ll examine in more detail.

Ontology Inference Layer (OIL): Ontology Inference Layer (OIL): 
•• OIL language expressed in terms of RDF/RDFS.OIL language expressed in terms of RDF/RDFS.
•• The OIL project is sponsored by the European Union.The OIL project is sponsored by the European Union.

WebWeb--Ontology Language (OWL):Ontology Language (OWL):
•• Developed by the W3C’s WebDeveloped by the W3C’s Web--Ontology Working GroupOntology Working Group
•• Based on DAMLBased on DAML--OILOIL



RDF SchemaRDF Schema
RDF Schema is a rules system for building RDF RDF Schema is a rules system for building RDF 
languages.languages.
•• RDF and RDFS are defined in terms of RDFSRDF and RDFS are defined in terms of RDFS
•• DAML+OIL is defined by RDFS.DAML+OIL is defined by RDFS.

Take the Dublin Core RDF encoding as an Take the Dublin Core RDF encoding as an 
example:example:
•• Can we formalize this process, defining a consistent set Can we formalize this process, defining a consistent set 

of rules?of rules?
•• Can we place restrictions and use inheritance to define Can we place restrictions and use inheritance to define 

resources?resources?
What really is the value of  “creator”?  Can I derive it from What really is the value of  “creator”?  Can I derive it from 
another class, like “person”?another class, like “person”?

•• Can we provide restrictions and rules for properties?Can we provide restrictions and rules for properties?
How can I express the fact that “title” should only appear How can I express the fact that “title” should only appear 
once?once?

•• Current DC encoding in fact is defined by RDFS.Current DC encoding in fact is defined by RDFS.



Some RDFS ClassesSome RDFS Classes

This is the base class for all This is the base class for all 
properties (that is, verbs).properties (that is, verbs).

RDFS:PropertyRDFS:Property

A A datatypedatatype for holding XML for holding XML 
data.data.

RDFS: RDFS: XMLLiteralXMLLiteral

A type of data, a member of A type of data, a member of 
the  Literal class.  the  Literal class.  

RDFS: RDFS: DatatypeDatatype

The class for holding Strings The class for holding Strings 
and integers.  Literals are and integers.  Literals are 
dead ends in RDF graphs.dead ends in RDF graphs.

RDFS: LiteralRDFS: Literal

The Class The Class classclass.  Literals and .  Literals and 
DatatypesDatatypes are example are example 
classes.classes.

RDFS: ClassRDFS: Class

The RDFS root element.  All The RDFS root element.  All 
other tags derive from other tags derive from 
ResourceResource

RDFS: ResourceRDFS: Resource



Some RDFS PropertiesSome RDFS Properties

Points to the human Points to the human 
readaablereadaable definition of a definition of a 
class, usually a URL.class, usually a URL.

isDefinedByisDefinedBy

Restricts the values of a Restricts the values of a 
property to be members of property to be members of 
an indicated class or one of an indicated class or one of 
its subclasses.its subclasses.

RangeRange

Simple properties that take Simple properties that take 
string literals as valuesstring literals as values

Comment, LabelComment, Label

The subject is a The subject is a subPropertysubProperty
of the property of the property 
(masquerading as an (masquerading as an 
object).object).

subPropertyOfsubPropertyOf

Indicates the subject is a Indicates the subject is a 
subclass of the object in a subclass of the object in a 
statement.statement.

subClassOfsubClassOf



Sample RDFS: Defining Sample RDFS: Defining 
<Property><Property>

This is the definition of <property>, taken from the RDF This is the definition of <property>, taken from the RDF 
schema.schema.
The “about” attribute labels names this nugget.The “about” attribute labels names this nugget.
<property> has several properties<property> has several properties
•• <label>,<comment> are self explanatory.<label>,<comment> are self explanatory.
•• <<subClassOfsubClassOf> means <property> is a subclass of <resource>> means <property> is a subclass of <resource>
•• <<isDefinedByisDefinedBy> points to the human> points to the human--readable documentation.readable documentation.

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://.../some/uri"> 
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://.../some/uri"/> 
<rdfs:label>Property</rdfs:label> 
<rdfs:comment>The class of RDF properties.</rdfs:comment>        
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://.../#Resource”> 

</rdfs:Class> 



RDFS TakeawayRDFS Takeaway
RDFS defines a set of classes and properties that RDFS defines a set of classes and properties that 
can be used to define new RDFcan be used to define new RDF--like languages.like languages.
•• RDFS actually bootstraps itself.RDFS actually bootstraps itself.

You can express inheritance, restrictionYou can express inheritance, restriction
If you want to learn more, see the specificationIf you want to learn more, see the specification
•• http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/WDhttp://www.w3.org/TR/2003/WD--rdfrdf--schemaschema--

20030123/20030123/

But don’t trust the write up: But don’t trust the write up: 
•• Concepts are best understood by looking at the RDF Concepts are best understood by looking at the RDF 

XML.  English descriptions get convoluted.XML.  English descriptions get convoluted.

If you want to see RDFS in action, see the DC:If you want to see RDFS in action, see the DC:
•• http://dublincore.org/2003/03/24/dces#http://dublincore.org/2003/03/24/dces#



What is DAMLWhat is DAML--OIL?OIL?
RDFS is a pretty sparseRDFS is a pretty sparse
•• Meant to be extended into more useful languages.Meant to be extended into more useful languages.

Some missing features, summarized on next Some missing features, summarized on next 
table.table.
DAMLDAML--OIL builds on RDF and RDFS to define OIL builds on RDF and RDFS to define 
several more useful properties and classes.several more useful properties and classes.
DAMLDAML--OIL is an assertive markup language forOIL is an assertive markup language for
•• describing resources (labels, comments, etc.)describing resources (labels, comments, etc.)
•• expressing relationships between resources through expressing relationships between resources through 

propertiesproperties

It is not a programming language.It is not a programming language.
•• Compliant DAML parsers and other tools must obey Compliant DAML parsers and other tools must obey 

assertion rules.assertion rules.



Some DAML Extensions to RDFSSome DAML Extensions to RDFS

DAML tags for asserting DAML tags for asserting 
these relationshipsthese relationships

Can’t express inversions and Can’t express inversions and 
transitiveness transitiveness 

Several DAML properties, Several DAML properties, 
including <including <UniquePropertyUniqueProperty>>

Sequences can’t express Sequences can’t express 
cardinality restrictionscardinality restrictions

DAML property tags for DAML property tags for 
expressing these expressing these 
relationshipsrelationships

Can’t express relationships Can’t express relationships 
like disjointedness, unions, like disjointedness, unions, 
intersections, complements.intersections, complements.

Several DAML property tags, Several DAML property tags, 
derived from derived from 
<<equivalentToequivalentTo>>

Can’t express equivalence Can’t express equivalence 
between properties or between properties or 
classes, classes, 

Defines other data types Defines other data types 
(floats, integers, etc.)(floats, integers, etc.)

Treats all literals as stringsTreats all literals as strings

DAMLDAMLRDFSRDFS



What’s an Ontology?What’s an Ontology?
““Ontology” is an often used term in the field of Ontology” is an often used term in the field of 
Knowledge Representation, Information Knowledge Representation, Information 
Modeling, etc.Modeling, etc.
English definitions tend to be vague to nonEnglish definitions tend to be vague to non--
specialistsspecialists
•• “A formal, explicit specification of a shared “A formal, explicit specification of a shared 

conceptionalizationconceptionalization””
Clearer definition: an ontology is a taxonomy Clearer definition: an ontology is a taxonomy 
combined with inference rulescombined with inference rules
•• T. BernersT. Berners--Lee, J. Lee, J. HendlerHendler, O. , O. LassilaLassila

But really, if you sit down to describe a subject in But really, if you sit down to describe a subject in 
terms of its classes and their relationships using terms of its classes and their relationships using 
RDFS or DAML, you are creating an Ontology.RDFS or DAML, you are creating an Ontology.
•• See the HPCMP Ontology example in the report.See the HPCMP Ontology example in the report.



Philosophy’s Fine, but Can I Philosophy’s Fine, but Can I 
Program It?Program It?

Yes.  The HP Lab’s Jena package Yes.  The HP Lab’s Jena package 
provide Java classes for creating provide Java classes for creating 
programs to RDF/RDFS, DAML, and programs to RDF/RDFS, DAML, and 
now OWL.now OWL.
Several tools built on top of JenaSeveral tools built on top of Jena
•• IsaVizIsaViz, Protégé are two nice authoring , Protégé are two nice authoring 

tools.tools.

Also tools for Perl, Python, C, Also tools for Perl, Python, C, TclTcl/TK/TK
•• See the W3C RDF web site.See the W3C RDF web site.



What is the Difference Between the What is the Difference Between the 
Semantic Web and Databases?Semantic Web and Databases?

Databases can certainly be used to store RDF, Databases can certainly be used to store RDF, 
DAML, etc, entries.DAML, etc, entries.
•• Jena optionally stores RDF models in memory, relational Jena optionally stores RDF models in memory, relational 

DBsDBs, or XML , or XML DBsDBs (Berkeley Sleepy Cat).(Berkeley Sleepy Cat).
Interesting comparison is between Semantic Web Interesting comparison is between Semantic Web 
and Database Management Systemsand Database Management Systems
•• Arguably these are two ends of same spectrumArguably these are two ends of same spectrum
•• DMS represent tight coupling of db software, storage, DMS represent tight coupling of db software, storage, 

replication, data models, query services, etc.replication, data models, query services, etc.
One organization may control all dataOne organization may control all data

•• SW appropriate for large, loosely coupled systemsSW appropriate for large, loosely coupled systems
No centralized control of data No centralized control of data 
Metadata may be directly embedded in the data, may be Metadata may be directly embedded in the data, may be 
separate, may be scavenged by roving agents, ….separate, may be scavenged by roving agents, ….



Semantic Web and Web ServicesSemantic Web and Web Services
Metadata is important for the web.Metadata is important for the web.
Most major software companies (IBM, MS, BEA, Oracle, Most major software companies (IBM, MS, BEA, Oracle, 
Sun) are more interested in Web Services.Sun) are more interested in Web Services.
Metadata about Web Services is more important than Metadata about Web Services is more important than 
metadata about documents.metadata about documents.
•• We need a Semantic Grid, not a Semantic WebWe need a Semantic Grid, not a Semantic Web

Semantic Web research focuses heavily on knowledge Semantic Web research focuses heavily on knowledge 
representation.representation.
•• Logical assertions in DAMLLogical assertions in DAML--OIL, for exampleOIL, for example

There is an opportunity for more research on management There is an opportunity for more research on management 
of simple but fragmented information nuggets.of simple but fragmented information nuggets.
•• RDF nuggets scattered across the web, linked with RDF nuggets scattered across the web, linked with URIsURIs..
•• Sophisticated queries can be made over distributed fragments.Sophisticated queries can be made over distributed fragments.



Semantic Web Services as a TrendSemantic Web Services as a Trend

““The The real problemreal problem in the Defense in the Defense 
Department and in the technology Department and in the technology 
world is world is not encoding ontological not encoding ontological 
knowledgeknowledge –– the real problem is the real problem is 
semantic semantic integrationintegration across the across the 
thousands of thousands of databasesdatabases and and 
softwaresoftware packages.” packages.” 
•• Dr. Mark Greaves, DARPA Program Dr. Mark Greaves, DARPA Program 

Manager, DAML 2004 Program Manager, DAML 2004 Program 
Directions 10/14/03 Directions 10/14/03 



Developing an Ontology for Developing an Ontology for 
Earthquake Modeling CodesEarthquake Modeling Codes

An abbreviated example in RDFS.An abbreviated example in RDFS.



Motivating ScenarioMotivating Scenario
We have a collection of codes, visualization tools, We have a collection of codes, visualization tools, 
computing resources, and data sets that we want computing resources, and data sets that we want 
to combine in an ontology.to combine in an ontology.
Instances of the ontology can then be made that Instances of the ontology can then be made that 
describe specific resources.describe specific resources.
After we have built instances, we can pose After we have built instances, we can pose 
queries on the data to retrieve values.queries on the data to retrieve values.
•• Values may be structured, so we can do “stepped” Values may be structured, so we can do “stepped” 

queries.queries.
We thus need to start by grouping together We thus need to start by grouping together 
related resources.related resources.
http://http://grids.ucs.indiana.edu/~maktas/sergrids.ucs.indiana.edu/~maktas/ser
vo/index.htmlvo/index.html



Group 1: Simulation CodesGroup 1: Simulation Codes
DislocDisloc: calculates surface stress displacements causes by a fault : calculates surface stress displacements causes by a fault 
placed in an elastic halfplaced in an elastic half--space.  Surface data can be either on a space.  Surface data can be either on a 
grid or on defined scattered points.   Can also create grid or on defined scattered points.   Can also create InSARInSAR--
style surface displacements.style surface displacements.
SimplexSimplex: inverts : inverts DislocDisloc to estimate fault parameters from to estimate fault parameters from 
observed surface displacements.  Surface displacements can be observed surface displacements.  Surface displacements can be 
either on a grid or at defined points.either on a grid or at defined points.
GeoFESTGeoFEST: does a realistic model of stresses created by a fault.  : does a realistic model of stresses created by a fault.  
Uses finite element method, realistic material properties.  Uses finite element method, realistic material properties.  
AKIRAAKIRA: Converts a geometry (layers, faults) specification into a : Converts a geometry (layers, faults) specification into a 
finite element mesh.  Successive calls refine the mesh.  Needed finite element mesh.  Successive calls refine the mesh.  Needed 
as a helper application for as a helper application for GeoFESTGeoFEST..
lee2geoflee2geof: Converts the finite element mesh to : Converts the finite element mesh to GeoFestGeoFest by by 
associating boundary conditions and material properties with associating boundary conditions and material properties with 
the nodes.the nodes.
VirtualVirtual CaliforniaCalifornia: Based on realistic fault and fault friction : Based on realistic fault and fault friction 
models, simulates interacting fault systems.models, simulates interacting fault systems.



Group 2:Visualization CodesGroup 2:Visualization Codes

We associate simulation codes with We associate simulation codes with 
zero or more visualization systems. zero or more visualization systems. 
•• GMTGMT (General Mapping Tool)(General Mapping Tool)
•• IDLIDL
•• RIVARIVA

In practice, we usually refer to In practice, we usually refer to 
scripts for specific tasks rather than scripts for specific tasks rather than 
the entire toolkit.the entire toolkit.



Group 3: Compute ResourcesGroup 3: Compute Resources

GridsGrids: a Sun Ultra 60 with : a Sun Ultra 60 with DislocDisloc, , 
Simplex, and VC installed.Simplex, and VC installed.
DanubeDanube: a : a linuxlinux dual processor dual processor 
machine with machine with GeoFESTGeoFEST, lee2geof, , lee2geof, 
Akira, GMT installed.Akira, GMT installed.
JabbaJabba: an SGI 8 processor machine : an SGI 8 processor machine 
with RIVA installed.with RIVA installed.



Group 4: Data Types and FormatsGroup 4: Data Types and Formats

This is a mixture of data objects and This is a mixture of data objects and 
representations.  As always, the data itself representations.  As always, the data itself 
is not represented but information like the is not represented but information like the 
creator of the data is.creator of the data is.
•• FaultsFaults
•• GPS dataGPS data
•• SeismicitySeismicity
•• Surface stress dataSurface stress data
•• INSAR dataINSAR data
•• Surface data representation: grid or point dataSurface data representation: grid or point data



Some SERVO Metadata ObjectsSome SERVO Metadata Objects
InheritancesInheritances

SERVO
Object

SERVO
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Viz
Code

Data



Some Sample RelationshipsSome Sample Relationships
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Front MattersFront Matters
We now wish to create classes and properties that we can couple We now wish to create classes and properties that we can couple 
into an ontology.  into an ontology.  
First, let’s define a base object, First, let’s define a base object, GEMObjectGEMObject, that we will extend as , that we will extend as 
necessary.  necessary.  
This object doesn’t do anything but it will have some uses when This object doesn’t do anything but it will have some uses when 
we define property ranges and domains.  we define property ranges and domains.  

<?xml version="1.0"?><?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3c.org/1999/02/22<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3c.org/1999/02/22--rdfrdf--syntaxsyntax--ns#"ns#"

xmlns:rdfs=xmlns:rdfs=http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdfhttp://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdf--schema#schema#>>
<<rdfrdf:Description :Description rdfrdf:ID=":ID="GEMObjectGEMObject">">
<<rdfrdf:type="http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/:type="http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdfrdf--schemaschema#Class"/>#Class"/>
<<rdfs:labelrdfs:label>>GEMObjectGEMObject</</rdfs:labelrdfs:label>>
<<rdfs:commentrdfs:comment>This is a generic object from which everything in our>This is a generic object from which everything in our
ontology will be derived.ontology will be derived.
</</rdfs:commentrdfs:comment>>
</</rdf:Descriptionrdf:Description>>

</</rdf:RDFrdf:RDF>>



<Description><Description>

The <RDF> tag is followed by the The <RDF> tag is followed by the 
<Description> tag.  This serves two <Description> tag.  This serves two 
important purposes:important purposes:
A <Description> surrounds the property A <Description> surrounds the property 
and values for a class.and values for a class.
It also identifies the “thing” that the It also identifies the “thing” that the 
description applies to.description applies to.
The “thing” is actually a resource and is The “thing” is actually a resource and is 
identified by either a local or absolute URI. identified by either a local or absolute URI. 



Defining Some Useful ClassesDefining Some Useful Classes

Based on our introductory Based on our introductory 
comments, we need the following comments, we need the following 
classes:classes:
•• GEMCodesGEMCodes, with “application” and , with “application” and 

“visualization” extensions“visualization” extensions
•• GEMDataGEMData, such as Faults, GPS, and so , such as Faults, GPS, and so 

on.on.
•• GEMDataFormatGEMDataFormat: either grid or point : either grid or point 

datadata
•• ComputeResourcesComputeResources: host computers.: host computers.



Example: Defining a Example: Defining a GEMCodeGEMCode
GEMCodesGEMCodes should extend our should extend our GEMObjectGEMObject generic generic 
superclasssuperclass..
It should itself be extended by other, more It should itself be extended by other, more 
specific resource types. specific resource types. 
<<rdfrdf:Description :Description rdfrdf:ID=":ID="GEMCodeGEMCode">">

<<rdfrdf:type="http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/:type="http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdfrdf--
schemaschema#Class"/>#Class"/>
<<rdfs:subClassOfrdfs:subClassOf rdf:resourcerdf:resource="#="#GEMObjectGEMObject"/>"/>
<rdfs:label>GEMCode</rdfs:label><rdfs:label>GEMCode</rdfs:label>
<<rdfs:commentrdfs:comment>This is a general code class that we will >This is a general code class that we will 
extend</extend</rdfs:commentrdfs:comment>>

</</rdf:Descriptionrdf:Description>>



Defining PropertiesDefining Properties
Classes by themselves don’t tell us much, but when we Classes by themselves don’t tell us much, but when we 
associate them with properties, things start to fall into associate them with properties, things start to fall into 
place.  Before describing how a property may be encoded, place.  Before describing how a property may be encoded, 
let’s try and enumerate the ones that we will need.let’s try and enumerate the ones that we will need.
•• ownsGEMResourceownsGEMResource: who owns a particular resource.: who owns a particular resource.
•• installedOninstalledOn, , hasCodehasCode: where a : where a GEMCodeGEMCode is installed, or, is installed, or, 

conversely, what codes a particular computing resource has.conversely, what codes a particular computing resource has.
•• hasDatahasData: where some piece of data is (on some compute : where some piece of data is (on some compute 

resource).resource).
•• hasDataFormathasDataFormat: associate a data format with a piece of data.: associate a data format with a piece of data.
•• takesInputDatatakesInputData, , createsOutputDatacreatesOutputData: what kind of data a code : what kind of data a code 

takes as input and generates as output.takes as input and generates as output.
•• dependsUpondependsUpon: a code depends upon another operation before : a code depends upon another operation before 

it can be completed.it can be completed.



A Property for Resource OwnershipA Property for Resource Ownership

Now let’s look at how to encode this first property.  Now let’s look at how to encode this first property.  
It looks like this:It looks like this:

<<rdf:Descriptionrdf:Description rdf:IDrdf:ID="="ownsGEMResourceownsGEMResource">">
<<rdf:typerdf:type

rdf:resourcerdf:resource="http://www.w3c.org/1999/02/22="http://www.w3c.org/1999/02/22--
rdfrdf--syntaxsyntax--ns#Property"/>ns#Property"/>
<<rdfsrdfs::domaindomain
rdfrdf::resourceresource="http://www.w3c.org/2001/="http://www.w3c.org/2001/vcardvcard--
rdfrdf/3.0#"/>'/3.0#"/>'
<<rdfs:rangerdfs:range rdf:resourcerdf:resource="#="#GEMObjectGEMObject"/>"/>

</</rdf:Descriptionrdf:Description>>



More InformationMore Information
The W3C Semantic Web Activity:The W3C Semantic Web Activity:
•• http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/

The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative:The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative:
•• http://http://dublincore.orgdublincore.org//

For some survey reports:For some survey reports:
•• http://www.servogrid.org/slide/GEM/SWhttp://www.servogrid.org/slide/GEM/SW
•• See these reports for longer discussions, examples, and See these reports for longer discussions, examples, and 

references.references.
For programming examples, see For programming examples, see 
http://www.servogrid.org/slide/GEM/SW/Examplehttp://www.servogrid.org/slide/GEM/SW/Example
ss
•• Written in Java, using Written in Java, using HPL’sHPL’s Jena 1.6.1Jena 1.6.1
•• Jena 2 is available, haven’t checked backward Jena 2 is available, haven’t checked backward 

compatibility.compatibility.



Tools for Playing with ThingsTools for Playing with Things

Jena Toolkit: Java packages from Jena Toolkit: Java packages from HPLabsHPLabs
for building Semantic Web applications.for building Semantic Web applications.
•• http://www.hpl.hp.com/semweb/http://www.hpl.hp.com/semweb/
•• Both Both IsaVizIsaViz and Protégé use this.and Protégé use this.

IsaVizIsaViz: A nice authoring/graphing tool: A nice authoring/graphing tool
•• http://www.w3.org/2001/11/IsaViz/http://www.w3.org/2001/11/IsaViz/

Protégé: Another ontology authoring toolProtégé: Another ontology authoring tool
•• http://http://protege.stanford.eduprotege.stanford.edu//



Survey Reports at Survey Reports at 
www.servogrid.orgwww.servogrid.org/slide/GEM/SW/slide/GEM/SW

User’s survey for Protégé.User’s survey for Protégé.Tool ReviewTool Review----ProtegeProtege

User’s survey for User’s survey for OntoMatOntoMat..Tool ReviewTool Review——OntomatOntomat

Programming tutorial using Programming tutorial using 
Jena.Jena.

Tool ReviewTool Review——Jena.docJena.doc

Tutorial material for Tutorial material for 
authoring DAMLauthoring DAML--OIL.OIL.

Semantic Web Semantic Web IIIB.docIIIB.doc

Tutorial material for Tutorial material for 
authoring RDF and RDFS.authoring RDF and RDFS.

Semantic Web Semantic Web IIIA.docIIIA.doc

Surveys major Semantic Surveys major Semantic 
Web software development Web software development 
efforts and products.efforts and products.

Semantic Web Semantic Web II.docII.doc

Surveys RDF, RDFS, DAML, Surveys RDF, RDFS, DAML, 
and OWLand OWL

Semantic Semantic Web.docWeb.doc



Programming ExamplesProgramming Examples

Extends Ex5 to uses RDQL Extends Ex5 to uses RDQL 
queries queries 

DublinCoreEx7.javaDublinCoreEx7.java

Simple DC+VCARD example.Simple DC+VCARD example.DublinCoreEx6.javaDublinCoreEx6.java

Extends Ex4 to create Extends Ex4 to create 
vCardsvCards to link DC and to link DC and 
VCARD resources.VCARD resources.

DublinCoreEx5.javaDublinCoreEx5.java

Converts a Converts a bibtexbibtex file into a file into a 
DC model.DC model.

DublinCoreEx4.javaDublinCoreEx4.java

Demonstrates union, Demonstrates union, 
intersection, and difference intersection, and difference 
operations on two models.operations on two models.

DublinCoreEx3.javaDublinCoreEx3.java

Demonstrates reading and Demonstrates reading and 
writing RDF files.writing RDF files.

DublinCoreEx2.javaDublinCoreEx2.java

Demonstrates how to create Demonstrates how to create 
a DC model for describing a DC model for describing 
publications.publications.

DublinCoreEx1.javaDublinCoreEx1.java


